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Reduced rates for the 25th UEG Week apply until September
14!

Our anniversary meeting takes place from October 28 - November 1, 2017 in Barcelona, and
combines world class scientific research as well as lectures by leading minds in gastroenterology.
This year we celebrate 25 years of UEG Week with a special anniversary session covering advances
in GI in the past 25 years on Wednesday followed by celebrations.
Make sure to catch the deadline, September 14, and and register at reduced rates!

Application for Rising Stars 2018 closes on September 7, 2017

Become our next Rising Star and use the chance to reach the
next level in your scientific career. Each year UEG honours
emerging clinical scientists as Rising Stars with the aim to
provide a durable platform for these young researchers to
further evolve their professional career. Tell us more about
your main contribution to gastroenterology and submit your
application now!

Exchange knowledge on data and products with experts &
peers
Industry Sponsored Symposia at 25th UEG Week 2017 give
you the chance to discuss and exchange knowledge with
clinicians, researchers as well as the pharmaceutical and
medical device industry. These sessions take place outside
the core scientific programme early morning and in the
evenings.
Browse the symposia overview and mark these unique events in
your calendar!

Find out how your research ideas can be funded!
Learn from your peers who have successfully applied for EU
funding and ask your personal questions to high-level
researchers during a dedicated 25th UEG Week session: EU
Funding: What UEG can offer. Chaired by UEG President
Michael Manns and UEG Research Board Chair Arthur Kaser,
the session will cover funding opportunities for digestive
health research in Horizon 2020 as well as case studies and
role models in digestive health research.

